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Welcome to our weekly public open evenings at the Institute of Astronomy. Tonight ROBIN CATCHPOLE will be 
talking about THE SUN AND CLIMATE CHANGE. The talk lasts for about half an hour, and begins promptly at 
7.15pm; it will be followed by an opportunity to observe if (and only if…) the weather is clear. Temporarily we 
only have one of our historical telescopes open for use – the larger Northumberland telescope has been 
refurbished over the summer, we hope it will be back in action soon with its (very very) shiny brand-new 
dome. The Thorrowgood telescope is still open, we’ll have some small telescopes out, and the CAMBRIDGE 

ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCIATION will provide a floorshow with commentary on the observatory lawns relaying live 
images from three modern telescopes. If we’re unlucky and it’s cloudy, then we’ll offer you a cup of tea and the 
CAA will offer some more astro-information afterwards in the lecture theatre for those who want to stay on. 
The talk schedule for this term is available at: www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public/public_observing/talks2013-14 and we 
TWEET current astr0-news and events as IOACOA. If you have any questions, suggestions or comments about 
the IoA Open Evenings – particularly suggestions for talks you’d like to hear this year, please get in touch with 
CAROLIN CRAWFORD csc@ast.cam.ac.uk. In next week’s talk our guest speaker, STEFAN GILLESSEN will be 
discussing BLACK HOLES - SCIENCE FICTION OR REALITY?  
 

JUST BEFORE A MASSIVE STAR GOES BANG  
W26 is a particularly luminous red supergiant star that is just 
one of several hundreds of thousands making up the giant star 
cluster Westerlund 1, some 16,000 light-years away from Earth. 
It’s one of the largest stars we know about, around 1,500 times 
wider than our Sun. Such massive stars do not live long – 
perhaps less than a few million years - before they exhaust their 
nuclear fuel, and end their lives in a spectacular supernova 
explosion. Before it reaches this stage, however, a very massive 
star will go through phases where it is unstable, and puff off 
some of its outer layers into space, almost as a ‘practice’ before 
it finally goes supernova. New observations of W26 suggest that the supergiant seems to be in 
exactly this phase of mass-loss, as an extended envelope of glowing hydrogen gas has been 
discovered around it. This makes it an exciting target for study, as observations will improve our 
understanding of the last throes in the evolution of such massive stars – in particular the way that 
the elements generated through nuclear fusion at their core can be scattered into space, ready to be 
incorporated into later generations of stars.  

RELAX, ASTEROID 2013TV135 IS NOT GOING TO COLLIDE WITH US IN 2023  
There was some scare-mongering at the end of last week with 
news stories suggesting that a massive asteroid was on course to 
strike the Earth in nineteen years’ time. Known as 2013 TV135, the 
400m-wide asteroid was discovered only the week before; thus 
there had been little opportunity for observations to precisely 
determine its orbital path. More recent and accurate 
determinations by NASA have downgraded the risk to a less than 

one in 63,000 chance that it will impact the Earth in 2023; the exact orbit will be refined with further 
observations over the next few months and hopefully even this probability will decrease. But be 
alarmed - there are over 10,000 asteroids whose orbits intersect the Earth’s.  If one the size of 2013 
TV135 were to one day collide with us, the result would not be pretty - the impact would release a 
2,500-megaton explosion that would severely damage an area of some quarter of a million square-
km. No wonder that there are so many international scientific collaborations monitoring and 
checking for such potentially dangerous asteroids.  
 

RECOVERY OF THE LARGEST CHUNK OF THE CHELYABINSK METEORITE 
Talking of which, you may recall the 17-m wide, 10,000-tonne meteor that exploded high in the sky 
above the Russian town of Chelyabinsk back in February. The surviving fragments plunged through 
the ice covering nearby Lake Chebarkul, and over the intervening months divers have retrieved 



about 5 small pieces of meteorite from bottom of the lake. 
Last week they recovered the largest chunk yet from a 
depth of 13m, although the 1.5m-long, 570-kg rock broke 
into three pieces during the process. The meteorite chunk 
shows a clear dark crust, where the outside of the rock 
melted during its passage through our atmosphere; 
apparently it’s thought to be one of the top ten biggest 
fragments of any meteorite ever found.  
 

FROM INDIA TO MARS 
ISRO (the Indian Space Research Organisation) is planning to send a robotic orbiter mission to Mars 
before mid-November. It is known as Mangalyaan, and although it will collect data about the 

Martian atmosphere and surface, its main aim is to test ISRO’s ability to 
design, plan, build and operate an interplanetary spacecraft. If it proves 
successful, India will then have the fourth space agency (after the US, 
Russia and Europe) to send a spacecraft to Mars, beating the Chinese 
attempts. India’s space programme has run for more than 30 years, and 
has already included the 2008 lunar probe, Chandrayaan-1. Despite 
widespread poverty, India has the attitude that harnessing and investing 

in new technology – such as that developed for space exploration – will aid the economic growth of 
the country and produce widespread benefits for future generations.  
 

COMET ISON REVISITED 
Here’s the latest image of Comet 
ISON taken by the Hubble Space 
Telescope (left). The comet is now 
well inside the orbit of Mars, and 
will swing round the Sun at the end 
of November, in time to make its 
closest approach to Earth on Boxing 
Day, at a distance of ‘only’ 64 
million km (right). It’s at this point 
that it should look particularly 
pretty in our skies.  

WHAT’S UP THE SKY THIS WEEK  
If you get a clear view of the south-west horizon this week, keep an eye out for VENUS – it won’t be very high 
but it’ll be very bright, and visible soon after sunset – the best time to look is probably about 6.30pm. At the 
other end of the evening, JUPITER is now bright and easy to spot in the East after about 11pm – particularly over 
the next couple of nights when it is close to the Moon: at about 8 o’clock from the Moon on the night of the 

24
th

, and at about 11 o’clock from the Moon on the 25
th

. The INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION remains visible 
in our skies for only another week before it disappears for a while, so if you’ve not already have a look out for it 
during the brighter passes detailed at www.heavens-above.com 

DEEP TIME, EARTH TO SOLAR SYSTEM: CAMBRIDGE FESTIVAL OF IDEAS, ARTISTS IN DISCUSSION 
The Artists in Residence for the University’s North West Cambridge development will be discussing and 
exchanging ideas that have emerged from their research within the departments of Archaeology, Astronomy 
and Earth Sciences. The event is being hosted at the IoA’s Sackler Lecture Theatre on Friday 25th October 
between 6.30 – 8pm; free tickets can be obtained from deeptime.eventbrite.co.uk 

STARFEST III 
The North Essex Astronomical Society are holding their 3rd Starfest convention on Saturday 2nd November: 
featuring speakers on diverse topics, exhibits, Stardome planetarium, displays and trade stands. It will be held 
from 9-5pm at the Colchester Institute, and there’s plenty of free car parking available. Find out more, 
including how to obtain tickets at £12, from www.neas.me.uk/starfest/ 
HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY COURSE 
The Cambridge Institute of Continuing Education is holding a weekend History of Astronomy course on 15–17 
November. The central theme of this weekend will be the key role played by independently-funded amateurs 
in the historical development of astronomy. The keynote speaker will be Dr Allan Chapman, a well-known 
historian of science from Oxford University and a noted author, lecturer, and TV presenter. You can find more 
information here: www.ice.cam.ac.uk/astronomy or email enquiries@ice.cam.ac.uk or call on 01223 746262. 
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